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Growth



Company
Profile
Executive Search Company With Expertise In Consume
Industry Sectors

At Saksham HR Solutions, we specialise in Agriculture,
Apparel & Accessories, Healthcare, IT_ISP, Media &
Entertainment, Travel & Hospitality, Consumer
Goods and BFSI industry domains.



Vision &
Mission

To emerge as an excellent integrated trusted service
provider outsourcing the humane, committed to provide 
capital human network to clients in every nook and corner 
adapted in geographic variance.

To facilitate trusted human bonding in proper
co-ordination between employer and employee globally 
providing exact manpower for every need of execution.

Mission

Vision



Few Reasons Why People Choosing Us!

We have a proven track record of success. We have helped 
hundreds of businesses find the best talent, and our
clients are consistently happy with our services. We have a 
deep understanding of the market. We know where to 
find the best candidates, and we have the relationships to 
get them to consider your company.

Why Choosing Us!



We Make Careers
& Building Organization 
As professional services practitioners we understand our clients'

distinctive requirements - the professional services industry is

evolving to provide an ever- increasing broader range of services to 

more demanding clients, insisting not only cost effective but also 

varied solutions.

As the role of professional services firms expand, the need for

experienced senior-level executives to uphold the growth and

competitive advantage increases. We are able to find this

exceptional type of leader and talent as we know and have access to 

the best talentin the industry.



Process
Approaching Clients and Understanding their activity 
and potential needs

Evaluation of the Job Requirements in relevance to the 
need activity

Operating Executive search-Head hunting or from our 
database input

Aopronching potential candidate of likewise work 
pro�le at parlance.

Screening and Evaluating for suitable candidature.

Assessing mindset and willingness of candidates 
through mutual trust building for future interaction

Candidates- Clients interaction and zeroing on suitable 
probable

Assisting in Smooth Joining

Submission of all the necessary documents of the em-
ployee to the employer.
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Recruitment & HR 
Industry Services Areas

1. Agriculture

Our experienced recruitment and HR team is uniquely positioned to 

drive success in the ever-evolving agriculture sector. We provide 

qualified leadership from CEO executives through to sales and mar-

keting professionals, accessing both established enterprise compa-

nies and pioneering startups worldwide.

Our global reach ensures that we are conversant with local business 

opportunities across multiple markets while also connecting organi-

zations with a wealth of talent specializing in digital services and 



2. Apparels & Accessories

Our recruitment specialists understand the Apparel & Accessories 

industry like no other. Whether you are searching for mid to

senior-level management positions in corporate or retail sectors, we 

provide a comprehensive and accurate process explicitly tailored to 

meet your business demands.

We also have experience filling core roles, including digital/e-

commerce professionals ensuring that you can build an effective 

team with all the right skill sets.

3. Healthcare

With years of expertise in the healthcare and medical industries, our 

teams specialize in recruiting mid-to-senior level positions across a 

variety of sectors.

Our focus on digital roles - including executive recruitment support, 

makes us uniquely poised to identify top talent for today's complex 

healthcare environment.

4. IT_ISP

We specialize in recruitment for C-suite executives with a focus on 

IT_ISP Firms and portfolio companies within the burgeoning 

high-tech industry that require top-tier leadership. Our team is

familiar with the demands of rapid growth, strategic management, 

and performance assessment that these kinds of roles entail.



5. Media & Entertainment       

Our Media & Entertainment HR and recruitment experts have an 

unrivaled understanding of the industry, allowing them to draw from 

their broad network when seeking out exceptionally talented

candidates.

Each hired individual is determined to make a meaningful impact on 

our client companies' success both locally and globally through their 

specialized skillset in sales, marketing, technical, operations, or any 

other desired fields.

6. Travel & Hospitality Services

Our global teams of experts have their finger on the pulse regarding 

recruitment within the travel & hospitality industry. With deep 

knowledge and vast experience in this multi-billion sector, we are 

renowned for connecting organizations with talented executives at 

all levels.

These levels include opportunities in diverse domains like travel, 

hotels, lodging services, restaurants, event planners, or theme park 

operators to personnel equipped with modern digital expertise 

across worldwide cruise lines.



6. Consumer Goods & Services

Our specialized recruiters boast an expansive network to support the 

Consumer Packaged Goods and Fast Moving Consumer Goods 

(FMCG) industries.

These dynamic professionals have a history of placing talented

individuals in global consumer goods companies, covering all bases 

from packaged foods to personal care items and beyond!

7. BFSI

As a specialist in the Banking, Financial Services, and Insurance 

(BFSI) space, we have established an extensive international

recruitment network to source outstanding talent for major global 

markets.

Our expertise extends beyond staffing. We even specialize in offering 

candidates with experience across diverse fields internationally.



Contact Us

A-301, Titanium Square, Thaltej Cross Roads,
Thaltej, Ahmedabad – 380 054

Phone : +91 79 48973835

E-Mail : info@insmc.com
Website : www.insmc.com


